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VISUALIZATION





GOAL: Understand the music before playing.
Technical/musical considerations.
The use of syllabic cues.
Aim-directed movement—the mind controls the hands.

PRE-READING



One segment or phrase at a time.
Use isolation as necessary.



Scan the music for anything challenging.



Clarify rhythm (work in segments/phrases)
o Count aloud and clap, or:
o Count aloud and tap fingers/thumb on
the guitar’s soundboard.

Hemiola: count aloud and clap



Clarify pitch—vocalize the pitch either letter name or solfege syllable (fixed chromatic do).
Solfege

With dyads and chords, vocalize from bottom to top, with lower notes preceding the beat and
the top note vocalized on the beat.



Clarify the hands.



realized as right hand alone:



realized as left hand alone (blocked/strummed):

(small notes are part of the strum, but not part of the music.)

In addition, when blocking the left hand, vocalize fingering and/or chords.

The Syllabic cue



Solfege or vocalize the note name
Prompts the visualization of string/fret/finger.

Visualize:



Customize syllabic cue to musical content.
Prompt the visualization of an entire chord.

… or a large movement form



Air-Guitar with the syllabic cue:



Brings together the
clarification of both hands
into one reinforcing activity.



Vocalize the music, while
moving hands in the air—as
if playing the guitar.

PLAY AND SAY








Work in segments or phrases.
Apply all of the visualization of pre-reading.
If confused, then isolate and pre-read again.
When comfortable, pre-read/play and say the next segment.
When both segments are secure, combine into a sequence
Follow this procedure throughout, until achieving
continuity.
Take your time, comfort is crucial.

MEMORIZING MUSIC



Relies on positive habits of pre-reading, air-guitar and play and say.
Awareness of broader musical information—harmony and formal structure.

Harmony and formal structure (parallel phrase):

TESTING YOUR MEMORY




Air-guitar without the music.
Aim-directed movement.
Pause if necessary, then resume exactly where left off.

PLAYING FROM MEMORY





Work one segment at a time, and then connect segments into
sequences.
Go slowly, take frequent breaks and reinforce with prior steps.
Reinforce all visualization techniques over a time, from one
practice session to the next.
Visualize, isolate, play.
For more info, go to www.aaronshearerfoundation.org/site/mindful-learning &
www.aaronshearerfoundation.org/site/an-innovative-approach

